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UPCOMING EVENTS for EAA863
Monthly Meeting July 9th 6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Speaker is Bruce Thomas
“Passenger Ready”
A brief reminder for our next meeting the
“A Look at Airworthiness and Currency”

FROM YOUR NEWSLETTER EDITOR

2020 EAA 863 Board
President: Gary Piper
V-President: Gary Soloway
Sec/Treasurer: April Eshelman
News Editor: Deborah Baugh
deborahbaugh@comcast.net
Web Editor: Elvis Huff
elvisandjessicahuff@gmail.com
Flight Advisor: Chuck Johnston
Technical Advisor: Toby McCrary
Young Eagle: Janet Piper

Scholarship: Trisha Yates

With Wilson County being declared a hotspot
and in a state of coronavirus emergency, our
leaders have strongly encouraged that we all
wear masks whenever in public. Please stay safe
By social distancing and wearing your masks
whenever possible. It has just been reported
there is a post fatigue syndrome after infection.

Hope everyone had a safe and joyful July 4th.
See photos from the airport cook-out and fly-bys
on the last two pages of this newsletter.
Reno Air Races in September for 2020 have also
now been cancelled. So sorry Sam!!!
Also Beechcraft Event in October in Tullahoma has
been cancelled for 2020.

Membership: Doug Eshelman
Ramp Operations: Gary Farmer
Programs: Myron Lasater
Facilities Manager: Robert Pesak

Safety Officer: Mike Russell
Events Manager: Brian Thompson

Check out our new website @ https://eaa863.com.
I am still in need of your photos, thoughts, ideas
and stories to report and send out in the future. I
need your support, input, and help. Also I would
love to get your bio’s for member spotlights. You
can send any aviation events, items, and pictures
to
Deborah Baugh
deborahbaugh@comcast.net

From the Backseat
By Gary Piper
I hope you are enjoying the summer as best you can, given all the circumstances we are burdened
with. Not to mention the sadness of AirVenture being cancelled.
Since the CCP virus, we have had two cookouts and a regular chapter meeting. It’s so good to see
many of you.
July 4th was a fun day at M54. We enjoyed another cookout and had about 50 folks there. We
also created a chapter flyover for Ray Woodson. Several pilots and planes contributed to Ray’s
enjoyment. There are several pictures around, but this is the only one I have. It was taken from
his deck by his daughter Kathryn who first contacted me a few weeks ago to hopefully arrange
this event for Ray & Peggy.

Thank you to all who participated, whether as a pilot, passenger or photographer in this gift to
Ray.
Our next meeting is July 9th in Hangar 2. We will share a meal at 6:00 and the program will begin
around 7:00. Our very special guest is our own Bruce Thomas. His topic is “Passenger Ready-A
Look At Airworthiness and Currency”
A few members have been throwing around ideas for fly-outs including overnight options. If you
have a desire to join in, please let one of the board members know. If you have some ideas for aviation outings or programs, please share them.
There is a growing youth group in our chapter headed by Janet Piper and Sam Ludwikowski.
Some of these kids have not yet flown in a chapter plane, or in any plane for that matter. Please
be willing to take these kids up. Let Janet or Sam know of your willingness.
And finally, I just want to acknowledge you as a member and what you bring to our chapter. We
have a very active EAA chapter with one of the highest memberships. It is because of you and
your generosity that make us the chapter we are.

From the back seat of NC33453, I’ll see you at the airport.

Ray Aviation Scholarship Update
By Trisha Yates
Ray 2019: Congratulations to Ian Parsons for passing his Private Pilot Written test with flying colors! You will be hearing more from Ian on his adventures of trying to fly despite Tornadoes,
COVID and airplane issues!

July Ray Scholarship Update 2020:
Congratulations to Jared Carter who officially kicked off his Ray Aviation 2020 scholarship training
in June. We met at the airport to review and sign the Ray Aviation Scholarship EAA contract. EAA
has created a contract that defines roles and responsibilities for the Scholar, the Flight Instructor,
the Scholarship Coordinator and the Scholar’s Parent, so that everyone has a clear understanding
of the Scholarship requirements and deadlines. Jared has 3 months to complete his solo-and as I
am currently his flight instructor, I can assure you that will not be an issue! I have enjoyed teaching Jared in the beginning of his flight career, but as the Scholarship Coordinator, he will be transitioning to a new instructor after he solos.
We are fortunate, as Sam Ludwikowski, who is one of the newer instructors at Class Bravo Air, will
be taking Jared on for the remainder of his training.

EAA 863 Youth Group

The EAA Youth Group is off to a good start! Youth Group members have signed in to
our workplace account and are posting an introduction to the group including what
area of aviation they are interested in. They have recently been given a challenge...to
name the Youth Group with the member who submits the winning name winning an
Amazon Gift Card. Many Youth Group members were at the last EAA 863 monthly
meeting and helped the chapter be COVID19 compliant by wearing masks and gloves
while helping out.
Youth member Victoria Teet entered a BETA Club competition by submitting a video of
her presentation on the Women of WWII. She filmed her presentation in front of a
Piper Cub at the airport. She recently heard from the BETA Club that she is the winner
for the State of Tennessee and is now in competition for the National Beta Club.
Good luck Victoria!!
Now that Ian Parsons has soloed and passed his written flight exam with a score of 90,
Jared Carter is right behind him. Jared said he was told by his instructor that he may
solo this week!
The Youth Group will be having a virtual meeting with Sue McPherson in the near future to discuss the Sattler Foundation Introduction to Camp Day that is slated to happen on Saturday, July 25th. Many Youth Group members are Sattler Foundation Aerospace and/or Exploration Camp graduates and will be able to help.
More updates and news next Month. We are very excited about this group!!!!!! Blue
Skies,

Janet & Sam

the 360
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What about those Cold Fronts?
When we fly aircraft for either a living or a hobby there is no doubt about
the fact that we “are in the air” and we need to know what it means to be
“living in the air”. To any type of aviator it is important to watch the weather and know what to expect. My Will-ism is to always “look at the sky” and
watch what is going on up there. Which way are the winds blowing, what is
the temperature and dew point spread, is the barometric pressure changing, and what type of clouds are we looking at? These are all clues as to
what is going on in the environment (air) just by watching. It is also a good
operating practice to watch the Weather Channel (regularly) to see what
they are showing and compare their information to what you are seeing.

Before we look into what types of clouds to expect prior to a Frontal Passage (FROPA) let us look at a few generalizations about the weather (wx)
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that we see every day. Most of the wx we experience in the US comes
from the west (southwest through northwest). Prior to a cold front approaching we get a southerly flow of wind. As the cold front gets closer,
wind velocity and gusts increase; then it begins to rain, with lightning
and thunder (a by-product of lightening). The temperature begins to
drop as the front moves through and the winds shift and flow out of the
north, marking the Cold Frontal Passage (C-FROPA). Quite often the next
morning the temperature and dew point cool and as they get closer together we get ground fog. Our typical C-FROPA!
Let’s dissect this common weather phenomena and fly through a
C- FROPA. The wx map we are looking at above shows a typical cold
front approaching from the NW. So let’s takeoff and fly west into an approaching cold front to see what is going on inside the front.
Takeoff: Clear skies, light wind from the SW, atmospheric pressure about
30.00 inhg, temperature dew point T/Dp 10 degrees apart, (T is always
higher than the Dp). Clouds are the typical high altitude cirrus formations.
Climb: Cloud formations continue to build and become overcast at altitude, Altostratus. Winds become stronger from the S with gusts developing between light to occasional moderate bumps. Outside Air Temps
(OAT) stay warm even as we climb.
Initial Cruise: As we near the front the winds become very strong from
the S-SW, gusts build to moderate levels, and light rain begins to fall. OAT
begins to drop and our flight condition turns from a VFR flight into an
IFR condition as we enter into an area of nimbostratus clouds.

Cruise: As we near the front we enter into cumulonimbus clouds. Now
it’s raining very hard and we are flying through heavy to possibly
extreme turbulence. Hail is possible as well as very strong
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updrafts followed by downdrafts. The OAT has dropped dramatically and
airfoil icing is a real possibility (even during summer months).
Back Side: (C-FROPA) We have now passed through the cold front. The
winds are shifting to the N, still in moderate turbulence, and rain is
beginning to diminish. The OAT Is dropping as well as the DP. Clouds begin
to dissipate and the rain is ending.
Descent: We start to see higher stratocumulus clouds decreasing to stratus.
Visibility is returning to VFR conditions, winds are veering to the NW and
turbulence is light to the occasional moderate bump.
Approach and Landing: Clear skies, OAT and DP much cooler than at
takeoff, 15 to 20 degree difference in the T/DP spread. Wind is out of the
NW steady with occasional light bump and great visibility and barometric
pressure is at 30.15 or higher. We made it!

If and when you, as an aviator run into this wx condition, make a decision
early to change your flight. Some of the options are:
·
Land at the nearest airfield, and let the front pass through (grab a
sandwich and drink). Strong fronts usually move through quickly.
·
Turn around and land at your original airfield and fly out west tomorrow.
·
Observe the wx map and know it’s not a good idea to go west today
and make the trip later.
A quick note: If you are using the NEXRAD radar in your aircraft be aware
that the wx information you are observing may be as much as 15 to 20
minutes old, and lead you into a flight condition and into “No Man’s Land”.
Fly Safe, Check That Weather, File a Flight Plan……Will

June Chapter Meeting
Member Jeff Wreyford, and private pilot, presented his 10+ year build on his home
flight simulator. This is not any flight simulator with rudder pedals and a yoke. This
is more! Way more! Jeff has built an entire Boeing 737 flight deck in his basement.
The simulator is complete with new throttle quadrant with full motorization of the
throttles and speed brake. Jeff routinely takes flights around the world.
Jeff shared that life’s journey had put a little turbulence on is flight journey. He began
several years ago with his private pilot license and continued on and attempted to
get his instrument rating. Working full time and family demands slowed down his
progress. Jeff never lost sight of his dream and he knew in full high definition that
he wanted to someday fly a jet.
After the kids were grown and out of the house and off to college, Jeff set out to build
a 737 flight simulator. The 737 is Jeff’s favorite aircraft and it shows in his work on
the simulator. Jeff did not build all of this from scratch, but enlisted the help of wellknown flight simulator and actual certified flight training device manufacturer, Flight
Deck Solutions (FDS).
Jeff flew up and met the owners of FDS before committing to the purchase of the
products. The enthusiast line of products mimic the real aircraft but are not certified
for actual flight simulation time, meaning, Jeff could not use his simulator as an officially certified flight training device. Jeff placed his order and started with the main
instrument panel, then continued with the flooring and sides of the cockpit. Jeff continued adding pieces until he finished the cockpit shell and instrumentation, complete with seats. Jeff has worked with others in the flight sim community and flies
with live virtual ATC and files flight plans just like in the real airplane.

July 4th Hamburger Cookout

July 4th Fly Over

